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European Delegates Meeting
The EDM NEWS of the European Delegates Meeting provides
a brief overview about what happens at the EDM, and will give
information on NA issues and events in our Zonal Forum.
Forward it to interested members, or copy it for your ASCs or
RSCs. Feedback and input for the next issue in December 2017
is welcome: fdc@edmna.org
Editor (Udo/FD Vice-Chair)

Summer EDM 2017
21 - 24 September 2017
Portimão, Portugal
Jupiter Hotel
Praia da Rocha

ECCNA 33
2017 in Portugal
22 -24 September 2017
Portimão (Portugal/Algarve)
„Let The Sun Shine In“
European Conference and
Convention of Narcotics
Anonymous (ECCNA)
More information on our
website: www.eccna.eu
100 and more Meetings
25 - 99 Meetings
1 - 25 Meetings

no Meetings
Russian Zonal Forum

Summer EDM Portimão
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Fellowship Development News

Chair (Yoel/Israel)
Vice-Chair (Udo/Germany)
fdc@edmna.org

FD Invitation at
Russian Zonal
Forum
4 - 6 August 2017
Moscow, Russia
Regional Convention and
Conference of the Russian
Zonal Forum.
Invitation of EDM FD Chair to
attend Zonal FD Workshops.

FD Workshop
in Portugal
22 September 2017
Portimão, Portugal
Jupiter Hotel
Praia da Rocha
„Sponsorship Behind The
Walls“

FD Work Session
„Young Addicts in
Recovery“
22 September 2017
Portimão, Portugal
16.15 - 18.00 h
Small Auditorium
Work Session at ECCNA
in Portugal (see article).

FD - Russian Zonal Forum

The 7 regions of the Russian Zonal Forum held a Fellowship
Development workshop during their Regional Convention of
all service activities, goals, and achievements of the past few
months. Geographical distances between Russian regions are
huge. They work according to a specific plan, to reach out to
isolated and small places, many of them with no public
transport. One of their FD projects is called "Our Neighbors".
They facilitate workshops and speaker meetings. Regularly
Zoom and Skype Meetings are facilitated by a stand alone
Committee. Next August they will have an assembly, similar to
our Learning Days. I was invited to participate and managed to
give a brief description about EDM and FD. Our way of making
decisions, our funding process, the FD Task Teams, the Human
Resource Pool and our latest Learning Days in Poland. I was
amazed to find all the seven regional FD chairs at this meeting.
The most amazing fact to me was the average young age of the
chair persons. It was an amazing experience to meet the
Russian Zonal Forum FD guys from all over this big continent.
We will stay in contact and help each other.
Yoel, FD-Chair of EDM

NAWS Workshop
in Portugal
23 September 2017
Portimão, Portugal
Jupiter Hotel
Praia da Rocha
„Mental Health/Mental Illness“

FD Workshop in Portugal „Sponsorship Behind The Walls“.
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ESL - European Service Learning Days
We want to thank the Polish Host Committee for
all the time and efforts they put into it. They did
an amazing job. And especially we want to thank
our workshop facilitators and NAWS for being
available and supporting this event.
We want to express our sincere thanks to all of
you who have come from over 27 countries to be
with us this weekend (Adriatic Region, Belgium,
Bulgaria, Czech-Slovak, Denmark, Egypt, Finland,
German-Speaking Region, Greece, Hungary,
Ireland, Israel, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova,
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, UK, USA).
To see almost 160 members who stayed during the day to participate in 12 workshops most definitely
met our expectation on Fellowship Development, in a broader way.
FD Committee of EDM
It was my first time to attend ESL. I was nominated from my region to attend as I serve as the FD chair in
Egypt. I enjoyed a lot attending all the workshops and the meetings. It's always good to hear from
addicts from different backgrounds, countries, cultures and share solutions and best practices. We are
currently preparing for our 2nd Egyptian Learning Day and we will take into consideration a lot of what I
saw in Wroclaw. One of the other benefits is that I’m now exposed to many people and joined many
groups on social media by friends I met at ESL. I shared a lot of what I saw with my friends in service in
Egypt. I need to mention as well that the hosting team from Poland were super helpful. We used some of
the materials that I’ve got from ESL in our local FD sub committee in Egypt,. It was translated and
presented in Arabic. I even suggested in my report to my region, that for next ESL, Egypt must send 2
members, and not only one, as I see that event as very beneficial. I want to thank the EDM FD team and
anyone that helped at this event, and I wish I can participate once again in the coming one.
Aly, Cairo
My experience at the Learning Days in Poland were unforgettable. I’ve got a lot of information and hope,
to help to develop my fellowship in Romania. It made me feel secure to know that I’m not alone and if I
really need support in my service, it’s possible to reach out. I would like to thank the EDM FD guys and
the guests from NAWS, and everybody from the Learning Days, who welcomed me and encouraged me.
You gave me what I needed to move on in my recovery journey and to help developing the NA
fellowship in Bucharest.
Dana, Bucharest
Inspired after attending the first ESL in Berlin, I’ve decided to go to Wroclaw no matter what. In the first
morning I had a surprise when met members from Estonia and Latvia, who needed an interpreter and this
predetermined my service commitment for the following three days. Regards hearing the report on the
presentation at the European Parliament, I was profoundly impressed about the level of PI work. The
workshops reminded me as well to treat everybody with love, because I often forget about this. I found
the experience of different countries to be amazing. It’s a great thing that the work is done in groups and
in an interactive manner. I made new friends and met the old ones, I’ve got experience and I’ve managed
to be at service. I love NA.
Alexander, Ukraine
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Young Addicts in Recovery
How this all started. The Fellowship Development
Committee of EDM asked me, Regional Delegate
of Iceland, to attend the 3 rd Youth Convention in
Holland and to come back with a report about
how this convention could be an inspiration for
EDM Regions, who do not have such approach
for Young Addicts in their fellowship.
It was such an emotional experience. I don’t
know how many times I cried about how grateful
I am to be a young clean addict. I remember all
of the things that I was dealing with while dealing
with the disease of addiction as a teenager and
trying to keep being clean. After the convention I
held a presentation at the EDM conference.
We started a workgroup to work on some ideas
to add a little bit more for younger members in
the ECCNA´s. Like asking younger members to
speak and so on. We have been working on a
„Work Session“ for the ECCNA in Portugal. We
got a spot in the convention on Saturday. We are
very exited and passionate about this project.
What we want is to connect the young members
with each other. Give them tools to use in there
own fellowship. Spreading the message of
recovery to young addicts still suffering.
Helena, Reykjavik

Work Session at ECCNA 33
Schedule
- NA Youth Conventions
- Young Addicts Share
- How to start a meeting for Young Addicts
- Cleantime Celebration
- Invitation Beach Meeting „Young At Hearts“
Saturday 22h close to Kathedral Club
At the moment we are collecting personal
stories of members who got clean at early age
and we are planning to compile a little book.
(eBook or Print)
Visit our website for updated information:
www.edmna.org/fellowship-development
These NA pamphlets will be available at the
Work Session.
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First Asia Pacific Forum Convention in Kathmandu
When I was in my first few months of recovery I
worked Step 2 in the Step Working Guide. The
first question is „What do I have hope about
today?“
I answered I hoped to travel. My journey to the
APF meeting in Nepal began in July 2016 at the
ECCNA in Paris. I am in service at the European
Delegates Meeting and we were really pleased to
welcome Carrie (APF Merchandise Chair) to our
meeting. She invited us to come to Nepal to
attend the APF Conference along with their first
Zonal Convention as well.
The business meeting was interesting in ways the
Asia Pacific and European Zonal meetings are very similar, though there are also differences. Women
face far higher cultural barriers to attending meetings in many Asian countries. Also, safety concerns can
stop people getting to meetings, it was really awe-inspiring to hear of members doing Fellowship
Development work in Afghanistan.
A big topic of discussion at the EDM is how seating at the World Service conference can be improved, so
it was interesting to see that the Asia Pacific has comparable discussions. As an English speaker it was
only when I got to the European Zone I really found out how important translation work is to spread the
message of NA around the world and at the APF. I again saw how much this work means to addicts in
emerging fellowships. I also had an amazing experience at the convention that followed the business
meeting. I heard speakers from Asia and the rest of the World and enjoyed lots of fellowships.
My holiday continued with me being covered in color powder during the Holi Festival and seeing the
beauty of Nepal and India. I returned home with a sense of gratitude and optimism. APF covers half the
world’s population including 6 of the 10 most populous countries. I hope that the next few years really
see the fellowship grow in Asian countries where NA is becoming established and has the opportunity
to help very large communities of addicts hear the NA message of recovery in their own languages.
Thank you to all the people that made me feel welcome in Nepal.
Graham, UK

Asia-Pacific Forum Conference in February 2018
The Asia Pacific Forum service conference will be
held 26th of February to 1st of March 2018 at the
Rembrandt Hotel, Bangkok.
The Thailand Regional Convention follows at the
same venue on Friday the 2nd to Sunday the 4th
of March. One highlight of the convention will be
a women’s meeting, run by the women APF FD
Committee „Women Do Recover“.

For more information visit the APF website:
www.apfna.org/events
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First Online Conference APF and EDM
Exciting times being of service for the Asia Pacific Forum! We now have well established, busy
workgroups, and strategic planning is a key element of our annual meeting. This is based on "Planning
Basics" and of EDM’s approach gleaned from reading reports and descriptions on your website.
We know that our 2 Zones are alike in many ways, we speak many languages, and have much diversity
amongst our member communities, many of whom are not seated at the World Service Conference. Our
Merchandise Chair was welcomed to observe your Summer meeting last year, and when we learnt that
your Secretary was coming to Nepal at the same time as our meeting last March, we similarly warmly
welcomed his presence at our table. We share similar views on "the future of the WSC", have now
elected a Zonal Delegate to attend the next WSC, and are working on motions for the 2018 CAR.
Technology is making it easy to reach out and share with other Zones. We jumped at the opportunity to
make this happen in July. It was late at night for those of us in New Zealand and Hawaii, our thanks to
those of you in the UK who got out of bed early on a Sunday morning! A small learning curve for some
of us in Hangouts, but there we were, many of APF’s elected trusted servants and our “Motion 11”
workgroup meeting with the EDM steering committee. It was just amazing to be able to get together like
that, to see and hear you all. We had 2 and a half precious hours hearing about each other’s Fellowship
Development activities, Learning Days, thoughts on Motion 11, and much more. Emails in the days
afterwards reinforced how much we were all buzzing about the experience.
Plans are unfolding for another meeting in October, perhaps including members from other Zonal
Forums - even more excitement! As always, more will be revealed.
Yours in love, unity & service,
Roger - APF Secretary

World Service Conference - 29 April to 5 May 2018
The World Service Conference is the one time and place where all of NA world services come together.
Unlike all other service bodies of NA service, the conference is not an entity, it is an event—the coming
together. Every two years, regional delegates, the members of the World Board, and the executive
director of the World Service Office meet to discuss questions of significance to the Fellowship of
Narcotics Anonymous as a whole. The purpose of the World Service Conference is to be supportive of
the Fellowship as a whole and to define and take action according to the group conscience of Narcotics
Anonymous.
Current projects are: Daily Meditation Book, Mental Health/Mental Illness Pamphlet, Local Service
Toolbox, Convention and Events Tools, Service System Project and Future of the WSC Project.
Further information will be available on NAWS website soon: www.na.org/conference
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Russian Zonal Forum

The Russian Zonal Forum currently consists of 7 regions: Western Russia, North West Russia, Large
Moscow, Povoljie (Margin), Ural and Western Siberia, Siberia, Far East. The RZF regular meeting is held
once a year for three days and is not attached to a particular NA event, and they rotate to different
regions were NA events are happening like the last regional convention of the Large Moscow region
that was held in Moscow between the 4-6 of August 2017 with attendance of 4000 recovering addicts.
The meeting is called an assembly and they meet in a separate room in the convention center. The
Russian Zonal Forum is funded from two major sources – contributions from member-regions and
literature distribution surcharge, The RZF funds the attendance of the administrative committee at the
annual RZF Assembly. The service term for all positions is three years.
The Zonal forum does not have an FD committee or any other committee like FD but each of the 7
regions do. At the moment the FD chairs of the regions took the responsibility to form a Zonal FDC
called "FD Coordinator“ and to come up with guidelines in the next assembly in Odessa. Because of the
distances in their Zone, they have regularly Zoom and Skype Meetings, which are facilitated by a stand
alone Committee.
At the moment there are more than
1200 Meetings per week within the
Russian Zone.
Website and Contact Info:
www.na-russia.org

About 4000 members have attended
the Regional Convention in Moscow
(4-6 August 2017).
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NA Morocco - A first of anything is a beginning
After contacting NA and AA GSO's in the US and Europe, and members of the English/French speaking
AA groups in Morocco, I met more doctors and psychiatrists in Tangier who introduced me to alcoholics
and drug addicts. As I do not speak Arabic or fluent French, I used interpreters for these meetings.
If you see a psychiatrist or doctor here with a
drug addiction problem you get parked on one
or more psychotic drugs - for life! This fact made
me realize the medical profession, and therefore
the public, are not informed of the disease
aspect of addiction. When I met some of these
medics in Casablanca with a local woman five
years clean, we got that message across and it
seemed there were glimmers of light at the end
of a very long, dark tunnel.
After researching venues in Tanger I found one
that is perfect and started a weekly meeting. This
Saturday will be the 10th, but there is a long way
to go to say it is established. In Casablanca the
outlook is much better. Here there are about 10
addicts who attend the one weekly AA meeting.
After several visits, they agreed to help me start
an NA meeting; the 6th is today and there are a
core of 6 or so members.
I have put up 20 Arabic NA posters in pharmacy
windows and seen a similar number of doctors
and psychiatrists. Except for one psychiatrist, the
response has been positive but several have
been slow at delivering their verbal support. I
have kept NA GSO's aware of all I do and they
have been most supportive; I have also been sent free literature which is being put to good use. There
are two NA Arabic speaking online meetings each week which I have suggested newcomers attend, The
problem is they are poor people and do not have Smartphones, so I have helped with this.
I believe the future is good for NA in Morocco but there is a long way to go before we can say it is
established. Residential treatment centers that send their detoxed addicts to NA as happens in many
countries would help. But that cannot happen in Morocco because they do not exist and we only have
about twenty recovered addicts in the whole country who could support them if they did.“
Best wishes,
Robert

One Day At A Time
EDM Cleantime Anniversaries May - September
07. June 2017
12. June 2017
25. June 2017
08. July 2017
17. August 2017
24. August 2017
26. September 2017

Attila H.
Sam U.
Chris
Ketil W.
David K.
John T.
Grainne H.

RD Hungary
RD Czecho-Slovak
RD Switzerland
RD Norway
RD Belgium alt.
RD UK
RD Ireland

12 years
3 years
6 years
9 years
11 years
13 years
20 years
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European NA Events
More details on regional websites:
www.edmna.org/regions

7 - 9 September 2017
Dead Sea, Israel
„Step By Step“

France Region
NA Convention
15 - 17 September 2017
Paris, France
„High On Life“

Turkey Region
NA Convention
20 - 22 October 2017
Fethiye, Turkey
„Blessings Of Recovery“

Greece Region
NA Convention
3 - 5 November 2017
Corinth, Greece
„The Ties That Bind Us
Together“

Lithuania Region
NA Convention
4 - 5 November 2017
Kaunas, Lithuania
„Just For Today“

Ireland Region
NA Convention
17 -19 November 2017
Wexford Town, Ireland
„Carry The Message“

Next Issue | December 2017
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